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Battery industry safety is not just about battery fires



Battery Roadmap – 2017 targets for 15-20 year timescale

Cost

Now $130/kWh (cell)
$280/kWh (pack)

2035 $50/kWh (cell)
$100/kWh (pack)

Energy Density

Now 700Wh/l, 
250Wh/kg (cell)

2035 1400Wh/l, 
500Wh/kg (cell)

Power Density

Now 3 kW/kg (pack)

2035 12 kW/kg (pack)

Safety

2035 eliminate thermal 
runaway at pack level to 
reduce pack complexity

1st Life

Now 8 years (pack)

2035 15 years (pack)

Temperature

Now -20° to +60°C (cell)

2035 -40° to +80°C (cell)

Predictability

2035 full predictive 
models for performance 

and aging of battery

Recyclability

Now 10-50% (pack)

2035 95% (pack)
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Safety needs consideration throughout the product lifetime
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In-use
Industrial 

Development
Laboratory 
Research

Manufacture

Maintainance

Abuse

End of Life

Learn from early failures

Share learning and best practice

Convert to standards once mature



… and across the supply chain
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Cells

Packs

Vehicles

Infra-
structure

Materials

Consider “costs” and knock-on 
impacts downstream in 
supply chain

Identify knowledge gaps, and 
address collectively – e.g.

NMP replacement

Modelling of fire 
propagation in packs

Vehicle “depollution”



Cheapest and most effective way to deliver safety is holistically
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What needs to be done ?

Safety is a common need - not a competitive advantage

But it can still slow your path to market and set you back years

Greater collaborative learning needed

And leadership at a national level

Where knowledge is building, share best practice openly – e.g.:

Workplace H&S

Emergency responder advice

And where knowledge gaps are identified, support research – e.g.:

NMP replacement

Pack/vehicle scale abuse testing

Modelling tools for fire propagation
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Electrification is no longer just automotive… So think ahead…
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